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ABSTRACT
Protein decoy data sets provide a
benchmark for testing scoring functions designed
for fold recognition and protein homology modeling
problems. It is commonly believed that statistical
potentials based on reduced atomic models are better able to discriminate native-like from misfolded
decoys than scoring functions based on more detailed molecular mechanics models. Recent benchmark tests on small data sets, however, suggest
otherwise. In this work, we report the results of
extensive decoy detection tests using an effective
free energy function based on the OPLS all-atom
(OPLS-AA) force field and the Surface Generalized
Born (SGB) model for the solvent electrostatic effects. The OPLS-AA/SGB effective free energy is
used as a scoring function to detect native protein
folds among a total of 48,832 decoys for 32 different
proteins from Park and Levitt’s 4-state-reduced,
Levitt’s local-minima, Baker’s ROSETTA all-atom,
and Skolnick’s decoy sets. Solvent electrostatic effects are included through the Surface Generalized
Born (SGB) model. All structures are locally minimized without restraints. From an analysis of the
individual energy components of the OPLS-AA/SGB
energy function for the native and the best-ranked
decoy, it is determined that a balance of the terms of
the potential is responsible for the minimized energies that most successfully distinguish the native
from the misfolded conformations. Different combinations of individual energy terms provide less
discrimination than the total energy. The results
are consistent with observations that all-atom molecular potentials coupled with intermediate level
solvent dielectric models are competitive with
knowledge-based potentials for decoy detection and
protein modeling problems such as fold recognition
and homology modeling. Proteins 2002;48:404 – 422.
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INTRODUCTION
Protein structure prediction methods all must be able to
discriminate native conformations successfully from any
collection of misfolded ones. The various scoring schemes
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proposed to accomplish this task can be separated roughly
into three categories: knowledge-based (or empirical), physics-based, or a combination thereof.1 A variety of knowledge-based empirical scoring functions have been proposed for the purpose of distinguishing native folds from
non-native ones.1–9 Some of these implement statistical
potentials that are “trained” to recognize native conformations. Knowledge-based potentials are well suited for fold
recognition applications where the best conformation of a
protein is selected from a database of known protein
conformations. Scoring functions applicable to ab initio
folding studies, which require differentiable potentials
and the inclusion of excluded volume terms, have also been
developed. These are based on combinations of knowledgebased potentials and reduced atomic models sometimes
augmented by simplified solvation models based on hydrophobic or hydrophilic exposure.10
Physics-based all-atom molecular mechanics force fields
have not been widely considered practical for fold detection; the level of atomic detail contained in these models is
considered poorly suited to the fold recognition problem
with regard to both accuracy and computational cost.
Physics based all-atom force-fields, however, provide some
advantages over knowledge-based scoring functions. The
all-atom potential is more suitable for the task of modeling
proteins at higher resolution. This is an important feature
for applications in studies concerned with the relationship
between detailed atomic structure and function such as
homology modeling, structure-based drug-design, and protein–protein recognition. Recently, studies have shown
that scoring functions based on an all-atom molecular
mechanics potential energy coupled with various refined
solvation models can recognize native protein conforma-
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tions among a set of decoys as well as the best available
knowledge-based scoring functions.1,11–14
Although all-atom force fields can allow for an explicit
treatment of the solvent, the cost required to appropriately
sample solvent configurations rapidly becomes infeasible
if attempting to score hundreds or thousands of different
configurations of a protein. Simplified solvation models are
much more computationally efficient and they can preserve a reasonably accurate representation of the interactions between the protein and its aqueous environment.
Although no continuum model can completely account for
the explicit effects of solvation,15,16 free energies of solvation of small molecules have been obtained accurately with
these methods to within a fraction of a kcal/mol relative to
experiments,17–22 and recent experience suggests that
their application to proteins and DNA modeling is promising.23–25
Solvation effects have been included using a variety of
simple models.11,26 –32 These models have been based on
exposed surface area, dielectric continuum methods, and
screened or modified Coulomb interactions. The validity of
a continuum representation of the solvent based on the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation has been studied extensively
for small and large molecules.33–39 Continuum solvation
models that treat solute and solvent as two dielectric
regions with different dielectric constants have been used
successfully to account for solute free energies of hydration.18,40 – 43 Dielectric models based on the Born equation44 have been developed for which free energies of
hydration are comparable to the predictions of Poisson–
Boltzmann and explicit solvent models.45–51
Due to the complexity of the protein all-atom potential
surface, it is virtually impossible to consistently find the
global minimum starting from an arbitrary point on the
surface. Nevertheless, Liu and Beveridge52 were able to
perform ab initio protein folding by using a multicopy
Monte Carlo simulated annealing technique with the
AMBER all-atom force field with a generalized Born
solvation model. The protein they tackled was the small,
36-residue Villin head-piece; the final folded structure was
3.5 Å rmsd from the native (1.1 Å rmsd based only on the
backbone).52 This approach is still computationally expensive and an examination with this method of several
proteins of larger sizes would be infeasible. Instead, tests
have been designed whereby the scoring function is “challenged” to find the native conformation among an ensemble of conformations, most of which are compact but
are significantly dissimilar in structure from the native.
Many empirical energy functions have been used to identify the correct native structure among a collection of
known protein structures using fold recognition techniques.4,53–58 A variety of scoring functions have also been
used to identify native-like conformations within a large
set containing native and decoy non-native conformers.11,59 – 63 The use of large decoy sets to evaluate scoring
functions is a more demanding test than fold recognition
and is particularly challenging for the evaluation of scoring functions based on an all-atom force field due to the
computational costs associated with scoring thousands of
conformers.
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The inclusion of solvation effects with an all-atom
molecular mechanics force field has been shown to be
important for the recognition of the native state.26,27,64 – 66
Scheraga and coworkers67,68 have used explicit all-atom
protein models in conjunction with implicit solvation models based on the molecular exposed surface area. A similar
approach by Wang et al.69,70 showed that with the inclusion of solvation effects, it is possible to successfully
discriminate the native from non-native structures. Vieth
and coworkers71 generated structures of the small 33residue GCN4 leucine zipper proteins using a simplified
lattice model; promising structures were then converted to
all-atom models and evaluated using a molecular mechanics force field. A hierarchical method for generating large
numbers of protein folds was also employed by Monge et
al.30 to select and evaluate structures using the AMBER
all-atom force field model72 with the generalized Born
continuum solvent model of Still and coworkers46 representing the aqueous environment. For decoy sets of three
different proteins, the protocol performed reasonably well
in distinguishing the native structure. All-atom models
with continuum solvent were used also as the basis for
discriminating non-native states for a small set of twelve
deliberately misfolded proteins studied by Vorobjev et al.73
In their protocol, conformations for each protein are first
sampled from a molecular dynamics trajectory in order to
capture micro-states of the protein; this is followed by an
evaluation using a dielectric continuum model. Lazaridis
and Karplus11 used the CHARMM19 protein force field
together with a Gaussian solvation shell model for the
solvation free energy to distinguish a native conformation
from a single deliberately misfolded structure in the
EMBL decoy sets27 and from a set of decoys (the 4-statereduced decoys) generated by Park and Levitt.60 Petrey
and Honig12 used the CHARMM19 force field along with a
dielectric continuum model based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation to distinguish native folds from misfolded
ones in the EMBL decoy sets.27 And Dominy and Brooks13
also used the CHARMM19 force field but with the addition
of the generalized Born solvation term46 to distinguish
misfolded conformations in the EMBL27 and Park and
Levitt60 4-state-reduced decoy sets.
In this work, we demonstrate that the all atom (OPLSAA) force field for proteins74 together with a surface
integral formulation of the generalized Born model
(SGB)49,51 is capable of discriminating between native and
non-native folds among numerous sets containing a very
large number of compact decoy structures. These databases of well-packed misfolded protein conformations were
generated by a variety of algorithms designed to cover
exhaustively the relevant parts of conformational
space.60,75–78 All structures are minimized using the
OPLS-AA force field with and without the SGB model
without any restraints imposed on the structures. The
targets of ab initio folding and homology modeling are
structures that occupy the minima of a potential; therefore, assessing the locations of the local minima that a
given protein structure could occupy is the relevant quantity when analyzing decoys.
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We also examine the ability to discriminate a native fold
from the other decoys using the various components of the
potential. Unconstrained minimizations facilitate the investigation into the performance of the individual components because the total potential and its various terms do
not share the same minima. It will be shown that the
individual components of the energy perform worse than
the total energy: it is the various terms of the OPLS-AA
force field along with the SGB solvation model acting in
concert that produces the ability to screen the native folds
from the collections of decoys.
METHODS
Details of the Calculations Using IMPACT
The native protein folds from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB)79 and corresponding structures from the decoy sets
described below were minimized using conjugate gradients with the OPLS-AA/SGB force field as implemented in
the IMPACT modeling program (Schrödinger, Inc.).80 No
restraints were placed on these minimizations, which were
allowed to proceed in most cases until a local minimum in
the potential was found. This serves to relieve any bond or
steric strain in the structures generated using different
energy functions.
The total free energy of folding for a protein in solution
can be represented approximately as the sum of two terms:
⌬Gtot ⯝ ⌬Gint ⫹ ⌬Gsolv,

(1)

where ⌬Gint is the internal free energy of folding corresponding to the intramolecular degrees of freedom of the
protein, and ⌬Gsolv is the difference of solvation free
energy between the folded and unfolded states. The internal free energy of folding of the protein is given by
⌬Gint ⫽ ⌬Uint ⫺ T⌬Sint,

(2)

where ⌬Uint is the change in internal energy of the protein
and ⌬Sint is the change in internal entropy determined
from the configurational changes in a given conformation
due to translational, rotational, and vibrational motions.
The internal entropy change can be estimated from MD
simulations; however, calculating the internal entropy is
quite expensive.81 Nevertheless, it has been found that the
internal entropy changes of native, misfolded, or denatured conformations are all roughly the same.73,81 Since in
this work different conformations of a given protein are
compared, it is not necessary to include ⌬Sint in the total
free energy change;52 therefore, an effective free energy
function,
⌬Geff ⫽ ⌬Uint ⫹ ⌬Gsolv.

(3)

can be used in lieu of ⌬Gtot. The OPLS all-atom (OPLS-AA)
force field74 is used to model ⌬Uint, the internal energy for
all atomic interactions and intramolecular degrees of
freedom. The solvation free energy, ⌬Gsolv, of each structure is estimated using the surface formulation of the
generalized Born model46,48 as implemented in the IMPACT modeling program.49,82
The total internal energy of folding of a protein is given
by,

⌬Uint ⬅ ⌬UOPLS-AA ⫽ ⌬Ubond ⫹ ⌬Uangle
⫹ ⌬Utorsion ⫹ ⌬UCoulomb ⫹ ⌬UvdW,

(4)

where the first three terms refer to intramolecular interactions arising from the connectivity of the molecule and the
last two terms reflect nonlocal interactions within the
protein. The term ⌬Ubond is the bond stretching energy;
⌬Uangle, the angle bending energy; and ⌬Utorsion, the sum
of the 1,4-van der Waals, 1,4-Coulomb, and torsion angle
energies. The van der Waals energy, ⌬UvdW, is modeled by
the standard 6-12 Lennard-Jones interaction for nonbonded atoms. The term ⌬UCoulomb corresponds to the
direct Coulomb interactions between non-bonded atoms.
The free energy of folding of the protein in water calculated
according to the SGB continuum solvent model is
⌬Geff ⬅ ⌬GOPLS-AA/SGB ⫽ ⌬UOPLS-AA ⫹ ⌬GSGB ⫹ ⌬Gcav,
(5)
where ⌬GSGB denotes the electrostatic contribution to the
change in solvation energy during folding calculated using
the SGB method, and the hydrophobic cavity term ⌬Gcav is
taken as ␥⌬A where ⌬A is the difference in accessible
surface area between the folded and unfolded structures
and ␥ ⫽ 5 cal/(Å2 mol).49 The change in solvation energy
during folding is calculated using
(folded)
(unfolded)
⫺GSGB
,
⌬GSGB⫽GSGB

(6)

where GSGB is the SGB solvation free energy of a given
structure.
The SGB model is the surface implementation49,51 of the
generalized Born model.46 The generalized Born equation
GSGB ⫽ ⫺

冊冘

冉

1 1
1
⫺
2 εin εw

ij

qiqj
,
fij共rij兲

(7)

where qi is the charge of atom i and rij is the distance
between atoms i and j, gives the electrostatic component of
the free energy of transfer of a molecule with interior
dielectric εin from vacuum to a continuum medium of
dielectric constant εw, by interpolating between the two
extreme cases that can be solved analytically: the one in
which the atoms are infinitely separated and the other in
which the atoms are completely overlapped. The interpolation function fij in Eq. (7) is defined as
1
fij ⫽ 关rij2 ⫹ ␣i␣j exp共 ⫺ rij2 /4␣i␣j兲兴 ⁄2,

(8)

where ␣i is the Born radius of atom i defined as the effective
radius that reproduces through the Born equation
i
⫽ ⫺
Gsingle

冉

冊

1 1
1 qi2
⫺
,
2 εin εw ␣i

(9)

the electrostatic free energy of the molecule when only the
charge of atom i is present in the molecular cavity. The
i
Gsingle
are evaluated numerically by integrating the interaction between atom i and the charge induced on the
solute-solvent boundary surface, S, by the Coulomb field of
this atom
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(10)

where n(r) is the normal to the surface, S, at r. The atomic
radii that define the solute-solvent dielectric boundary are
set to the van der Waals radii based on the Lennard-Jones
 parameters. The Born radii for Eq. 8 are calculated using
i
Eq. (9) and Gsingle
from Eq. (10). In this work, we set εin ⫽ 1
and εw ⫽ 80. The SGB method has been shown to compare
well with the exact solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
(PB) equation. The SGB implementation used in this work
includes further correction terms that bring the SGB
reaction field energy even closer in agreement with exact
PB results.49
For the 4-state-reduced, local-minima, and ROSETTA
all-atom decoy sets (described below), the energy of each
native and decoy structure is minimized using the full
atomic model with and without the SGB dielectric continuum solvation energy term. For the 4-state-reduced
data sets, the minimizations are terminated using a
tolerance in the energy of 1.0 ⫻ 10⫺2 kcal/mol and a
tolerance of 0.05 rms of the gradient up to a maximum of
100 steps. While the OPLS-AA/SGB minimizations converged to the specified energy and gradient tolerances, the
OPLS-AA vacuum minimizations required more steps. For
the local-minima and ROSETTA all-atom data sets, the
maximum number of steps was increased to 1,000 and the
tolerances for the energy and gradient were set to 1.0 ⫻
10⫺2 kcal/mol and 0.5 rms, respectively. Only a few of the
over 16,000 minimizations for these two data sets required
more than 1,000 steps to reach a local minimum using the
specified convergence criteria. All calculations are performed without any energy cut-offs, i.e., all possible nonbonded interactions are included in the total energy.
Due to the large number of decoys in the Skolnick
database, a different approach to scoring the decoys is
taken in order to save computer time. All of the decoys are
minimized only with the OPLS-AA potential to a tolerance
of 0.05 rms of the gradient up to a maximum of 500 steps.
After the minimizations were completed, the SGB solvation energy is calculated for the final structure. Only the
native structures for the Skolnick decoy sets are minimized with the entire OPLS-AA/SGB energy function.
Again, no energy cut-offs are used.
Disulfide bonds are created whenever the separation
between the sulfurs of two cysteines is within a certain
tolerance indicating the existence of a bond. We decided
that removing disulfide bonds would only result in penalizing any native folds (and also any decoy structures)
possessing them. This penalty would arise from the strain
of adding the extra volume (⬇ 25Å3) created when adding
two hydrogens into the space originally occupied by the
disulfide bond.83 The hydrogens are added to the bare
sulfides to transform them into stable thiol groups. In
order to avoid significantly perturbing the structures with
the addition of these thiol hydrogens, the disulfide bonds
are retained.
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To help assess the ability of the energy function to
discriminate between non-native and native protein conformations, the energy gaps between the decoy conformations
and the native are evaluated,
⌬⌬G ⫽ ⌬G共decoy兲 ⫺ ⌬G共native兲,

(11)

Energy gaps of individual energy terms have also been
examined (see Eqs. 4 and 5). Because both the native and
the decoys have the same unfolded state, we are not
required to calculate the energy of the unfolded state since
it will cancel out in Eq. 11. All energies presented in the
tables and figures are presented as the gap in energy
between that decoy and its corresponding native. The
units reported for the energies are kcal/mol. The structural
similarity between two protein conformations is expressed
as a root mean square deviation (rmsd) between the best
overlap of the heavy atoms (i.e., all atoms except hydrogens) of the two conformations.
Data Sets of Decoys
Our goal is to assess the effectiveness of the OPLS-AA/
SGB energy function, and vacuum energy function using
the OPLS-AA force field, in discriminating between native
and non-native conformations. Due to the very large
number of degrees of freedom possessed by a protein
structure coupled with the complexity of an all-atom
potential function, a full sampling of the conformational
space is not practical. Another approach to testing these
energy functions is to partially sample the conformational
space utilizing cleverly constructed decoy sets. These
decoy sets can be viewed as the product of a previous step
in a hierarchical protein folding process; the application of
the all-atom scoring function would serve as the next step
in the overall process: to refine the set by selecting the best
candidates for the native fold from the rest. Four decoy
sets are used to test the effectiveness of our all-atom
scoring function. They are Park and Levitt’s 4-statereduced,60 Levitt’s local-minima,77 Baker’s ROSETTA allatom,78 and Skolnick’s84 and Lu and Skolnick’s (personal
communication) decoy sets. These decoy sets are summarized in Tables I–IV.
The Park and Levitt 4-state-reduced decoy database
contains structural decoys for 7 small proteins.60 The
protein structures were generated by exhaustively enumerating the backbone rotamer states of ten selected residues
in each protein using an off-lattice model with four discrete
dihedral angle states per rotatable bond. From this data
set, containing hundreds of thousands of conformations,
the authors selected for further evaluation only compact
structures that scored well using a variety of scoring
functions as well as those having a reasonable rmsd from
the native.60 The coordinates, available on the Internet
(http://dd.stanford.edu), are all-atom models built from the
C␣ atoms with the program SEGMOD.85 The decoy data
sets (summarized in Table I) encompass a range of small
proteins from 54 –75 residues with varying topological
folds. The number of decoys in these sets range from 630
for 1ctf (the carboxy-terminal domain of L7/L12 50s ribosomal protein from Escherichia coli) to 687 for 4pti (bovine
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor).
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TABLE I. Proteins in the 4-State-Reduced Decoy Sets†
PDB
1ctf

1r69
1sn3
2cro
3icb

4pti
4rxn

Description
C-terminal domain of
ribosomal protein L7/
L12
N-terminal domain of
phage 434 repressor
scorpion toxin variant 3
phage 434 Cro protein
vitamin D-dependent
calcium-binding
protein
trypsin inhibitor
rubredoxin

Nres

Ndecoy

rmsd range

68

630

2.16–10.16

63

675

2.28–9.50

65
65
75

660
674
653

2.50–10.46
2.05–9.72
1.81–10.74

58
54

687
677

2.83–10.79
2.58–9.28

†

Data from Park and Levitt.60 The PDB designation is presented along
with a brief description of the protein and the number of residues
(Nres), the number of decoys (Ndecoy) contained in the set, and the range
of rmsd from the native of the decoys. All pdb files correspond to
structures derived from X-ray data unless indicated otherwise in the
description.

The compactness of the 4-state-reduced structures relative to the native is assessed by considering the total
number of heavy-atom contacts within 4.5 Å present in
each structure relative to the total number in the native.
The average total number of contacts of the decoys for each
protein are shown in Table V as the ratio of the number of
contacts in each structure to the number in the native. The
criterion of 4.5 Å for assigning a contact is based on the
greatest distance between two atoms in which a water
molecule could not be inserted.86,87 We have found that
this measure of compactness has one crucial advantage
over measuring the compactness based on the van der
Waals energy: it is insensitive to how the different types of
atoms of the structure are arranged spatially. The values
of the OPLS-AA Lennard-Jones ε parameters, which measure the minimum energy two atoms achieve on close
contact due to van der Waals interactions, have a range
from about 0.07 to 0.2 kcal/mol for the various types of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms. If two
structures had the same number of atoms in contact (i.e.,
the same level of compactness), but one had more carbons
in contact while the other had more oxygens in contact, the
first structure would have a lower van der Waals energy
than the second. Based on the van der Waals energy, it
would seem that the first structure is more compact than
the other when in fact they are equally compact from a
structural standpoint. While it is true that all compact
structures will have low van der Waals energies, care must
be taken when assessing the compactness of two structures based on the van der Waals energy alone. The
measure of compactness based on the number of the 4.5 Å
contacts is better in this respect because it does not depend
on atom types.
The Levitt low-minima decoy sets (LMDS) also contain
structural decoys for 7 small proteins.77 These decoys are
conformations that occupy a minima in a modified “classic”
ENCAD force field using united and soft atoms.88 Terms
were added that favored compactness and the formation of
secondary-structure hydrogen bonding and that disfa-

vored the burial of charged residues and any other formation of hydrogen bonds. Initially ten thousand structures
were generated by randomly modifying only the loop
dihedral angles. These structures were minimized in torsion space to the local minima in the potential described
above. Up to five hundred of the lowest energy conformations were kept to make up the decoy sets. The proteins
from these decoy sets used in this study range in size from
36 to 68 residues (see Table II). The number of decoys from
each set ranges from 343 to 500 decoys. The compactness
of these structures is also shown in Table V.
The ROSETTA all-atom decoy sets78 are composed of
five different proteins ranging in size from 92 to 116
residues (see Table III). These decoys are generated from
fragments of 3 to 9 residues from known structures
matched to the targets through a multiple sequence alignments process. These fragments were assembled into the
protein structures via the fragment insertion–simulated
annealing strategy.89 The terms of the scoring function
included those for hydrophobic burial, electrostatics, disulfide bonds, the packing of ␣-helices and ␤-strands, and the
formation of ␤-sheets. During annealing only, another
term used to promote compactness was added based on the
radius of gyration. The number of decoy structures in the
final sets ranges from 994 to 999. In Table V, the compactness of the structures is summarized.
The Skolnick decoy data sets (Lu and Skolnick, personal
communication) analyzed by us are composed of 18 proteins and contained 2,000 decoys each. The decoys in this
set were generated on a lattice using an ab initio Monte
Carlo structure prediction program. Full-atomic detail
was incorporated later into the resulting lattice structures. The Skolnick decoy sets are summarized in Table
IV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
OPLS-AA/SGB Calculations on the 4-State-Reduced,
LMDS, and ROSETTA Databases
The results of the unrestrained minimizations of the
decoys from the 4-state-reduced, local minima, and ROSETTA all-atom data sets with the OPLS-AA/SGB effective free energy function are summarized in Table VI.
These minimized structures differ little from their initial
structures: on average by only 0.54 ⫾ 0.14 Å rmsd.
Examination of the minimized native energies and the
energy gap between each native and its associated lowest
energy decoy in Table VI for these data sets shows that no
decoy scores better than the native structure with the
exception of 1bba and 1fc2C. The native Z-score for each
protein is also presented in Table VI. The Z-score of a
conformation is defined as
Z⫽


E⫺E


(12)

where E is the energy of the particular conformation, and
 and  are the average and standard deviation of the
E
distribution of scores in the set. The magnitude of the
Z-score is an indication of how far that conformation’s
energy is separated from the most probable energies in the
distribution. A negative Z-score indicates that the confor-
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TABLE II. Proteins in the Local-Minima Decoy Sets†
PDB

Description

Nres

Ndecoy

rmsd range

1bba
1ctf
1fc2C

Pancreatic hormone (ave. NMR)
(see Table I)
Fragment B of protein A
(complexed to immunoglobin
Fc)
3rd IgG-binding domain from
streptococcal protein G
(see Table I)
3rd domain of silver pheasant
ovomucoid
(see Table I)

36
68
43

500
497
500

3.98–9.98
4.40–12.92
5.12–9.42

61

500

4.45–13.11

65
56

500
347

5.09–14.13
5.64–14.14

58

343

5.93–14.06

1igd
2cro
2ovo
4pti
†

77

Data from Samudrala and Levitt.

For details, see Table I footnote.

TABLE III. Proteins in the ROSETTA All-Atom Decoy Sets†
PDB

Description

Nres

Ndecoy

rmsd range

1ksr

F-actin cross-linking
gelation factor
(NMR)
Lysozyme
Ribosomal protein
S6
Telokin-like protein
Acylphosphatase

92

998

9.82–24.09

116
92

999
999

9.57–30.11
7.38–22.43

97
92

999
994

10.72–35.12
8.83–28.23

1lz1
1ris
1tul
2acy
†

Data from Simons et al.78 For details see Table I footnote.

mation’s energy is lower than the average of the distribution. Except for 1bba and 1fc2C, the native is separated
very significantly by over two standard deviations from the
average of the distribution for each of the seventeen other
decoy sets.
The two proteins whose natives are not successfully
distinguished from their decoys are from the local-minima
decoy sets. The protein 1bba is a pancreatic hormone. The
native conformation is an average of 20 structures determined by NMR spectroscopy.90 The protein contains a very
flexible tail consisting of residues 33 through 36. The
best-ranked decoy possesses roughly the same conformation for residues 1 to 32 as the native’s, but its flexible
region is folded toward the rest (see Fig. 1). This decoy,
however, closely resembles one of the 20 structures used in
the average90 and could be considered as another candidate for the native conformation. Nevertheless, the native
conformation is simply not very well defined for this
protein.
The other protein whose native is not distinguished from
its decoys by the OPLS-AA/SGB potential is 1fc2C (for
both the local-minima and Skolnick decoy sets), which is
the protein labelled “C” in the PDB file 1fc2. Protein “C” is
fragment B of protein A and is complexed to immunoglobin
Fc in the file 1fc2. Fragment B binds to immunoglobin Fc
through a hydrophobic contact.91 Burial of this hydrophobic region stabilizes the complex. With an exposed hydrophobic region, fragment B would not be as stable as a decoy
that has a reduced exposed hydrophobic area. In fact, the
best-ranked decoy (from LMDS), which has a lower energy
than the native, has a 17.6% exposed hydrophobic surface

area while the native fragment B has 21.3%. Furthermore,
1fc2C is a fragment of a larger protein, protein A, which is
a “constituent of the cell wall of Staphylococcus aureus.”91
The complexed fragment of a protein cannot be expected to
be stable unbound in solution; without being complexed to
immunoglobin Fc, the fragment B conformation is probably not maintained in solution. For these reasons, 1fc2C
does not make a good test case for the energy function.
The analysis of one of the proteins from the ROSETTA
all-atom decoy sets requires some additional explanation.
The “native” for the protein 1ksr consists of 20 structural
models determined by NMR.92 They differ from each other
by under 1.4 Å rmsd. The OPLS-AA/SGB energies of the
natives have a range of 128.22 kcal/mol. A comparison
between these “native” energies and the decoy energies
can be seen in Figure 2. For the following analysis, the
lowest energy NMR structure (the 18th structure in the
PDB file) is taken as the native. A similar protocol is used
for the OPLS-AA calculations without the solvent term.
Decoy OPLS-AA/SGB energies and RMDSs
The lowest energy (i.e., best scoring) decoys’ rmsd’s are
presented in Table VI. For the 4-state-reduced decoy set,
the best decoys based on the OPLS-AA/SGB effective free
energy function have rmsd’s below 2.30 Å. Corresponding
results are not seen for the local-minima and ROSETTA
all-atom data sets because these sets simply do not possess
very low rmsd decoy structures (see Tables II and III).
Three proteins are shared by the 4-state-reduced and
local-minima decoy sets. These proteins are 1ctf, 2cro, and
4pti. We combined the two sets for each of the three
proteins creating a “super-set” that spans more of the
conformational space. The results of the combined sets are
shown in Table VII and Figures 3 and 4. The lowest energy
decoy for 1ctf and 2cro come from the local-minima decoy
sets and have an rmsd of 5.60 Å and 10.91 Å, respectively.
(For 4pti, the lowest energy decoy is found in the 4-statereduced decoy set.) We believe that lower energy decoys
are found in the LMDS rather than in the 4-state-reduced
decoy sets because the LMDS contains decoys that were
energy-minimized in an all-atom force field while those in
the 4-state-reduced decoy sets were only scored.60,77 The
minimization procedure obviously produced lower energy
structures than the sampling over rotamer states with an
off-lattice model. The higher rmsd’s we found for the
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TABLE IV. Proteins in the Skolnick Decoy Sets
PDB

Description

Nres

rmsd range

1cew
1cis

Proteinase inhibitor
Hybrid between chymotrypsin 2 and
helix E from subtilisin Carlsberg
(NMR)
(see Table I)
Fasciculin 1—anti-acetylcholinesterase
toxin
(see Table II)
Fushi tarazu protein (NMR)
␥-1-H-thionin (NMR)
Hemerythrin (1 subunit)
␣ spectrin (Sh3 domain)
Inhibitor stefin B (also called crystatin
B)
Transcriptional elongation factor Sii
(TFIIS, nucleic-acid binding domain)
(NMR)
Thioredoxin-2
Telokin
Ubiquitin
Cytochrome B562
Azurin (oxidized)
Apoplastocyanin
Trypsin inhibitor

108
66

8.41–18.25
6.12–13.93

68
61

4.43–13.97
6.48–13.48

44
70
47
113
57
98

4.05–10.35
6.15–15.64
6.23–11.51
7.23–17.03
6.53–12.60
5.80–15.22

50

7.69–12.99

108
103
76
106
129
99
57

4.02–15.39
8.05–17.81
6.28–14.19
5.16–17.57
5.37–16.74
4.92–15.02
7.74–13.94

1ctf
1fas
1fc2C
1ftz
1gpt
1hmdA
1shg
1stfI
1tfi

1thx
1tlk
1ubi
256b
2aza
2pcy
6pti

†
Data from Lu and Skolnick (personal communication). For details, see Table I footnote.
The number of decoys, Ndecoy, for each protein is 2,000.

lowest energy decoys from the LMDS are consistent with
the results obtained by Samudrala and Levitt.77
The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients, rs,
shown in Table VI provide a non-parametric measure of
the correlation between the OPLS-AA/SGB energies and
the structural similarity between the decoys and the
native. Instead of finding a correlation between the values
of the energies and the rmsd’s, the Spearman coefficient is
a measure of the correlation between the associated ranks
of the energies and the rmsd’s.93 This avoids any potential
problems due to scaling effects. When rs is close to ⫹1, a
strong positive correlation between the ranks of the energies and rmsd’s is present; when rs is closer to 0, almost no
correlation exists. Only the sets from the 4-state-reduced
database show strong correlations between the energy and
rmsd. This is apparent from plots of the energy vs. rmsd as
seen by the black diamonds in Figures 3 and 4 for 1cft and
2cro, respectively. The rank-order coefficients ranged from
0.45 to 0.77, whereas for the other two sets, they only
ranged from ⫺0.03 to 0.28. The strong correlations between the energy and rmsd for the 4-state-reduced decoy
sets have been observed by others.11,13,14 We find, however, that with the addition of the LMDS sets for 1ctf and
2cro to the respective 4-state-reduced decoy sets (see Figs.
3 and 4), the Spearman coefficients for 1ctf and 2cro are
negative showing an anti-correlation between the energy
and the rmsd (see Table VII). The addition of the more
competitive, high-rmsd decoys from the LMDS reveals
that the high correlations for the results from the 4-statereduced decoys appear to be due to the method by which
they were generated, as mentioned above. The LMDS
provides a greater challenge in validating the ability of a

scoring function to distinguish the native fold from its
decoys; nevertheless, the OPLS-AA/SGB effective free
energy function is capable of accomplishing this for the
LMDS.
The average native-like Z-score, Z nat-like, is obtained by
averaging the Z-scores of the “native-like” decoys defined
as having an rmsd less than 4.5 Å. Since the 4-statereduced decoy sets include many native-like decoys, an
average native-like Z-score is calculated to see how well
the potential distinguishes the native-like distribution
from the rest. (Since there are only a total of 5 native-like
decoys in the local-minima decoy sets and none in the
ROSETTA, no average Z-scores are calculated for these
sets.) The negative average Z-scores ranging from ⫺0.88 to
⫺1.29 show that the native-like distributions are shifted
toward lower energies than the rest, but this trend does
not hold when the combined sets are considered as seen in
Table VII. When the 4-state-reduced data set is combined
with the local-minima set, the average Z-scores for 1ctf
and 2cro drop to almost zero, showing that the native-like
distributions from the 4-state-reduced decoy sets are not
truly distinguishable from the rest.
Comparison of OPLS-AA/SGB results to other
potentials
Park and Levitt60 have evaluated six simple empirical
scoring functions using the 4-state-reduced decoy sets
examined in this work. A comparison between the native
ranks and Z-scores calculated here with those obtained by
Park and Levitt shows that the OPLS-AA/SGB energy
function clearly outperforms the six empirical scoring
functions examined in the Park and Levitt work.60 Most
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TABLE V. Average Ratios of the Total Number of Contacts
Between Heavy Atoms in Each Decoy to the Total Number
of Contacts in the Corresponding Native Structures and
the Maximum Ratios†
Average ⫾ SD

Maximum

4-state-reduced
1ctf
1r69
1sn3
2cro
3icb
4pti
4rxn
Total

0.97 ⫾ 0.04
0.93 ⫾ 0.04
0.93 ⫾ 0.05
0.95 ⫾ 0.04
1.00 ⫾ 0.03
0.92 ⫾ 0.04
0.94 ⫾ 0.05
0.95 ⫾ 0.05

1.09
1.08
1.06
1.07
1.09
1.05
1.11
1.11

Leuitt’s LMDs
1bba
1ctf
1fc2
1igd
2cro
2ovo
4pti
Total

0.96 ⫾ 0.03
0.90 ⫾ 0.02
0.98 ⫾ 0.02
0.89 ⫾ 0.02
0.82 ⫾ 0.02
0.89 ⫾ 0.03
0.81 ⫾ 0.03
0.90 ⫾ 0.06

1.03
0.96
1.06
0.96
0.88
0.98
0.90
1.06

Rosetta all-atom decoys
1ksr
1lz1
1ris
1tul
2acy
Total

0.86 ⫾ 0.03
0.79 ⫾ 0.03
0.87 ⫾ 0.03
0.86 ⫾ 0.03
0.81 ⫾ 0.03
0.84 ⫾ 0.05

0.96
0.90
0.96
0.95
0.90
0.96

PDB

†
The structures have been minimized with the OPLS/AA-SGB potential. The contact distance is set to 4.5 Å.86,87

importantly, none of the empirical scoring functions examined by Park and Levitt was able to consistently rank first
the native conformation, whereas the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function does. Tobi and Elber9 performed calculations
using their statistical potential on the 4-state-reduced
decoy sets of 1ctf, 1r69, 1sn3, 2cro, 4pti, and 4rxn and the
local-minima decoy sets of 1ctf, 1fc2C, 1igd, 2cro, and 2ovo.
Excluding 1fc2C for which both scoring functions understandably fail (as mentioned above), they are able to rank
the native with the best energy for six out of these ten
proteins; the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function successfully
ranks the native for all ten decoy sets.
A brief comparison to another all-atom force field with
solvation can be made with the work by Dominy and
Brooks13 who performed calculations using the
CHARMM19 force field in conjunction with the generalized Born (GB) solvation model on three (1r69, 2cro, and
3icb) of the seven 4-state-reduced decoy sets. For the
proteins 1r69 and 2cro, they scored the native lowest in
energy relative to the other decoys. For 3icb, a few of the
decoys were found to have lower energies than the native.
Their Z-scores for the native and ours (see Table VI) were
similar: their Z-scores were 4.2, 3.3, and 2.2 for 1r69, 2cro,
and 3icb, respectively13 While the CHARMM19/GB model
distinguishes the native in two of the three cases, the
OPLS-AA/SGB does so in all three cases. A possible
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explanation for the somewhat improved performance of
OPLS-AA/SGB is that SGB calculations of the solvation
energies of protein conformations are closer to the results
of accurate Poisson-Boltzmann calculations than GB. The
difference in the accuracy between SGB and GB calculations is attributed to the correction terms included in the
SGB model by Ghosh et al.49
Vacuum OPLS-AA Energy Function Calculations
It is instructive to evaluate the importance of individual
components of the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function in recognizing native conformations. In order to determine the
relative contributions of intramolecular and solvent electrostatic interactions, we have calculated the energy scores in
vacuum with the OPLS-AA force field (UOPLS-AA ⬅ Uint)
using the same protocol used for the calculations in
continuum solvent. The minimized structures differed
from the initial ones by the amounts shown in Table VIII.
(The smaller deviation for the 4-state-reduced decoys is
because the minimizations were limited to a maximum of
100 steps, which was not quite sufficient for completing
OPLS-AA vacuum minimizations.) It should be noted that
the OPLS-AA vacuum minimized structures deviate from
their initial conformations by about 1 Å rmsd more on
average than those minimized with the OPLS-AA/SGB
potential. The results of the minimizations with the
OPLS-AA energy function are summarized in Table IX.
For several proteins, the native conformation does not
correspond to the minimum energy and decoys with large
rmsd from the native have very favorable scores. The
native Z-scores have also significantly degraded (compare
Tables VI and IX). Excluding 1bba and 1fc2C, the percentage of decoys with energies lower than the native’s can be
as high as 42.0% for a given decoy set. It is clear that for
these decoy sets, the vacuum energy is significantly poorer
than the energy in solution in discriminating native folds.
An important contribution to protein stability arises
from the tendency for packing non-polar side-chains in the
interior of the proteins and placing polar residues on the
solvent exposed surface of the protein.64,65,94,95 These
tendencies are not represented well by the intramolecular
potential in vacuum, which in general ranks equally the
strength of interaction between two non-polar residues
and between a non-polar residue and polar residue, and
does not particularly favor the placement of a polar residue
on the protein surface. The solvation energy calculated
using the SGB model, however, includes a hydrophobic
interaction term and favors the placement of polar residues on the protein surface where they can interact
strongly with the solvent. The presence of a hydrophobic
core and a polar surface is a key feature of the native
protein conformation in solution. Several empirical scoring functions have been designed to recognize these features.30,60,62,75,76 A model that does not take into account
these solvation effects is likely to perform poorly in native
fold recognition among large numbers of compact decoys.
Another important feature of dielectric continuum models is the ability to dampen the strength of the electrostatic
interactions between polar and charged residues. Conformations having salt bridges and intramolecular hydrogen
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TABLE VI. OPLS-AA/SGB Results for the 4-State-Reduced,60 Local-Minima (LMDS),77
and the ROSETTA All-Atom78 Decoy Sets†
rs

Z nat-like

1.69
2.30
2.19
0.94
1.84
1.89
2.16

0.69
0.72
0.45
0.73
0.77
0.46
0.61

⫺1.02
⫺0.97
⫺1.05
⫺0.88
⫺1.29
⫺1.17
⫺1.19

⫺168.42
⫹14.19
⫺70.83
⫹42.46
⫹43.94
⫹11.74
⫹869.64

5.97
5.60
6.16
9.79
10.91
11.61
9.71

0.17
0.28
0.07
0.09
0.15
0.03
⫺0.03

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

⫹6.00
⫹286.51
⫹124.98
⫹122.11
⫹134.82

14.22
13.94
13.58
15.24
17.15

0.03
0.12
0.07
0.07
0.00

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Decoy set

PDB

Znat

min(⌬⌬Geff)a

4-state-reduced

1ctf
1r69
1sn3
2cro
3icb
4pti
4rxn

⫺3.24
⫺4.03
⫺4.23
⫺3.69
⫺2.18
⫺4.53
⫺3.76

⫹65.55
⫹107.16
⫹96.08
⫹72.55
⫹18.08
⫹105.07
⫹92.06

LMDS

1bba
1ctf
1fc2C
1igd
2cro
2ovo
4pti

3.29
⫺2.63
0.68
⫺4.06
⫺3.32
⫺2.85
⫺14.42

ROSETTA

1ksrb
1lz1
1ris
1tul
2acy

⫺3.07
⫺10.64
⫺6.77
⫺6.28
⫺7.52

rmsd(Å)

†

Znat is the Z-score of the native; min(⌬⌬Geff) is the energy gap between the best scoring decoy and
minimized native; the rmsd is between the best scoring decoy and the native; rs is the Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficient. For the 4-state-reduced sets, Z nat-like is the average Z-score of
native-like decoys (decoys with rmsd ⱕ4.5 Å).
a
kcal/mol.
b
18th NMR model in the PDB file is defined as the native.

bonds are strongly favored in vacuum but much less so in
solution. The SGB implicit solvent model provides a mechanism to filter out non-native conformations with artificially low intramolecular electrostatic energies that would
be otherwise given a favorable score.
Energy Components
The ability of a scoring function to discriminate between
native and non-native conformations depends on the delicate balance between the components of the scoring function.4,30,60,62,76 To assess how the different components of
the OPLS-AA/SGB and vacuum OPLS-AA energy functions serve to discriminate the native from the decoys, the
differences in these terms between the natives and their
best-ranked decoys are examined. The average and minimum values on a per residue basis of the following
combinations of terms are presented in the top half of
Table X: the sum of all of the terms (the total energy); the
“bonded” terms consisting of the bond stretch energy, the
angle bending energy, and the total torsional energy
(1,4-van der Waals, 1,4-Coulomb, and torsion angle energy); and the total electrostatics comprised of the nonbonded Coulomb energy and the SGB solvation energy, if it
is calculated. The lower half of Table X shows the average
and minimum values on a per residue basis of some of the
individual terms of the energy functions tested. (It should
be noted that 1bba and 1fc2C were not included in this
analysis for the reasons previously discussed: see OPLS-AA/
SGB Calculations on the 4-State-Reduced, LMDS, and
ROSETTA Databases). Also, since 1ctf, 2cro, and 4pti are

found in both the 4-state-reduced and local-minima decoy
sets, they are only counted once by choosing the lowestenergy decoy from either set. For both OPLS-AA/SGB and
vacuum OPLS-AA energy functions, only the van der
Waals term clearly distinguishes the native from the
lowest-energy decoy. The direct non-bonded Coulomb term
favors the native over the decoy in most of the OPLS-AA/
SGB minimization cases (i.e., 12 out of 14 cases). But for
the vacuum OPLS-AA minimizations, the decoys have a
lower Coulomb energy in 13 out of the 14 cases. The other
terms of the function taken by themselves are unable to
distinguish the natives from the decoys, as seen in Table X.
This assessment is based on examining not only the
average of the deviation in energy between the decoys and
the natives, but also the minimum deviations, which
indicate for these other terms that at least some of the
decoys possess lower energies than the natives.
van der Waals and bonded components of the
potential
As mentioned previously, based on the analysis of the
differences in energy between the native and the bestranked decoy, the van der Waals component of the potential appears to be sufficient for discriminating the native
from the decoys. When considering all of the decoys, not
just the one with the lowest total energy, very few exceptions appear. Only five decoys out of 12,832 have van der
Waals energies from the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function
lower than their respective native: the magnitudes of the
differences in energy between these decoys and the natives
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TABLE VII. OPLS-AA/SGB Results of the Combined 4State-Reduced and Local-Minimum Decoy Sets†
PDB

Znat

min(⌬⌬Geff)a

rmsd (Å)

rs

Z nat-like

1ctf
2cro
4pti

⫺1.70
⫺2.06
⫺1.40

⫹14.19
⫹43.94
⫹105.07

5.60
10.91
1.89

⫺0.40
⫺0.48
0.73

⫺0.05
0.03
⫺0.88

†

Znat is the combined Z-score for the native; min(⌬⌬Geff) is the
difference in energy between the best scoring decoy of both sets and
the native; the rmsd is between the best scoring decoy and the native;
Z nat-like is the average Z-score of native-like decoys (i.e., their rmsd
from the native is ⬍4.5 Å); and rs is the Spearman rank-order
coefficient.
a
kcal/mol.

Fig. 1. Superposition of the native and best-ranked decoy of 1bba.
The native structures and best-ranked decoy (no. 6452) of 1bba are
superimposed over the non-variable region from residue 1 to 32. The
native conformation is in gray and the decoy is in black. The variable
region is visible in the top right.

Fig. 2. OPLS-AA/SGB energies (kcal/mol) of the 1ksr decoys: The
energies as calculated with the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function (⌬⌬Geff)
of the 20 “natives” (circles) and the decoys (solid diamonds) of the protein
1ksr are plotted with respect to their heavy-atom rmsd (in Å).

are less than 6.04 kcal/mol, as seen in Table XI. For four of
these cases, the direct non-bonded Coulomb term of these
decoys is large enough so that the native continues to have
a lower total energy. In the fifth case, the SGB solvation
energy term helps to favor the native over the decoy. In all
five cases, the total electrostatics (the combination of the
Coulomb and SGB solvation energies) serves to overcome

Fig. 3. OPLS-AA /SGB energies (⌬⌬Geff in kcal/mol) of the 1ctf
decoys from the 4-state-reduced and local-minimum decoy sets. This is
the combined decoy set of 1ctf using the 4-state-reduced decoy set (black
diamonds) and the local-minimum decoy set (open diamonds). The
energies are the difference between the decoy’s and the native’s. The
native is indicated with a circle and its energy with a dotted line. The rmsd
is in Å.

the favorable van der Waals energies of these decoys and
to create total energies for these decoys that are less
favorable than those of their natives. Nevertheless, it still
would be tempting to claim that the van der Waals term
would be enough to nearly always distinguish the native
from the decoys.
It must be emphasized that the above van der Waals
energies resulted from unrestrained minimizations with
the entire OPLS-AA/SGB energy function. The key to
adequately assessing how various individual terms of the
function will perform is to carry out unrestrained minimizations using the corresponding potential. The minima of
each individual term of the potential will differ in general
from the minima of the other terms and from the minima
of the total OPLS-AA/SGB energy function. For this reason, evaluating the native recognition ability of each
individual term at a minimum of the total potential may be
misleading. We illustrate this point with the 4-statereduced decoys of 1ctf and the van der Waals term of the
potential. Figure 5 shows the results of minimizing these
decoys using only the van der Waals term and also a
potential consisting of the van der Waals term and varying
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dihedral angles than for gauche. Open structures will have
more trans dihedral angles than a compact structure like
the native. Any decoys that are less compact than the
native should have lower torsional energies. Since most
decoys are less compact than the native (see Table V), we
expect many of the decoy torsional energies to be lower
than the natives’. This is supported by the torsional energy
results for the best-ranked decoys: for the OPLS-AA/SGB
minimizations, 9 out of 16 best-ranked decoys have lower
torsional energies than the native (as seen in the negative
average deviation in the torsional energy in Table X).
Electrostatic components of the potential

Fig. 4. OPLS-AA/SGB energies (⌬⌬Geff in kcal/mol) of the 2cro
decoys from the 4-state-reduced and local-minimum decoy sets. See
Figure 3 legend.

TABLE VIII. Average RMSD Between the OPLS-AA/SGB
and OPLS-AA Vacuum Minimized and Initial Structures†
Average ␦rmsd (Å)
Decoy set
4-state-reduced
LMDS
ROSETTA

OPLS-AA/SGB

OPLS-AA vacuum

0.60 ⫾ 0.12
0.66 ⫾ 0.13
0.45 ⫾ 0.10

0.53 ⫾ 0.83
1.79 ⫾ 0.34
1.98 ⫾ 0.33

†
For the two potential models tested, the averages of the rmsd between
the minimized and initial structures (␦rmsd) are shown for the
4-state-reduced, local minimum (LMDS), and ROSETTA all-atom
decoy sets.

amounts of “bonded” terms (bond stretch, angle bending,
torsion angle, 1,4-van der Waals, and 1,4-Coulomb). With
only the van der Waals potential (Fig. 5, top left), 170 of the
631 decoys rank lower than the native in energy, whereas
only one of the decoys rank lower when considering the
van der Waals energy after minimizing with the entire
potential (see Table XI). As more of the “bonded” terms are
added to the van der Waals term, the situation improves
for 1ctf such that the native once again scores better than
the rest when all of the “bonded” terms are included with
the van der Waals potential (Fig. 5, bottom left). A
potential consisting of only “bonded” and van der Waals
terms, however, does not consistently distinguish the
native from a set of decoys as shown for 4rxn (Fig. 5,
bottom right). Clearly the addition of the electrostatic
terms is required in this case in order to discriminate the
native successfully. In summary, it appears that the van
der Waals term can distinguish the native successfully
from the decoys only after the structures are minimized
with the entire energy function.
Table X details how the various “bonded” terms (the
bond stretch energy, the angle bending energy, and total
torsional energy) fail to favor the native either by themselves or in combination. It is expected for the “bonded”
terms to favor structures that are more open and extended
instead of compact like the native. This is especially true
for the torsional term, which is lower in energy for trans

The direct Coulomb energy corresponding to the set
minimized with the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function mostly
favors the natives over the best-ranked decoys; in contrast,
it mostly favors the decoys when the structures are
minimized with the vacuum OPLS-AA energy function.
This observation is related to the anti-correlation between
the Coulomb and solvation energies; this relationship,
which has been observed by others,12–14,73,96 can be seen,
for example, in the 4-state-reduced decoys of 3icb, as
shown in Figure 6. When the total Coulomb energy is
favorable, the solvation energy is unfavorable, and vice
versa. Therefore, if a decoy has a more favorable Coulomb
energy than the native, it will tend to have a more
unfavorable solvation energy. During minimization, a
balance is struck between the Coulomb and solvation
terms of the potential.
Without including the solvation term in the energy
function during minimization, as when using the vacuum
OPLS-AA function, the strongly favorable Coulomb terms
dominate the rankings as seen in Table X. The Coulomb
energies resulting from the OPLS-AA vacuum minimizations tend to be significantly more favorable than those
resulting from minimizations including solvation. This is
seen, for example, in the results for the 1ctf decoys from
the local-minimum database shown in Figure 7. In Figure
7, none of the OPLS-AA/SGB minimized energies of the
decoys is lower than the native energy, but about 10% of
the vacuum OPLS-AA minimized energies of the decoys
are lower.
The OPLS-AA minimized structures deviate from the
initial conformation by over 1 Å rmsd more when minimized with the vacuum potential than when minimized
with OPLS-AA/SGB. By breaking down the deviation into
charged and uncharged residue components (see Table
XII), it can be seen clearly that most of the movement
during the OPLS-AA minimization is associated with the
charged residues. Without the solvation component in the
energy function to screen charges that lie on the surface of
the protein, the charge-charge interactions are strong
enough to move charged side-chains, and thereby lower
the Coulomb energy significantly.
This change in the Coulomb energy tends to be more
pronounced for the decoys than for the natives as seen in
Figure 7. In the case of the 1ctf local-minima decoy set,
decoy no. 35665 (which is circled in Fig. 7) has a Coulomb
energy 113 kcal/mol lower than the native when minimized with the vacuum OPLS-AA energy function but it
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TABLE IX. Vacuum OPLS-AA Results Using the 4-state-reduced,60 Local-Minima (LMDS),77
and the ROSETTA All-Atom78 Decoy Sets†
min(⌬⌬Uint)a

rmsd (Å)

rs

% ⬍ native

⫺2.61
⫺3.18
⫺3.05
⫺2.37
⫺0.66
⫺3.01
⫺2.67

⫹43.68
⫹76.49
⫹0.04
⫺35.12
⫺282.69
⫹37.53
⫺8.95

6.49
1.65
1.42
0.93
1.19
6.21
1.60

0.40
0.38
0.31
0.60
0.56
0.29
0.60

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
28.0
0.0
0.1

1bba
1ctf
1fc2C
1igd
2cro
2ovo
4pti

0.60
⫺1.51
⫺1.42
⫺0.77
⫺0.24
⫺0.11
⫺14.57

⫺238.82
⫺115.51
⫺97.09
⫺159.40
⫺173.21
⫺50.61
⫹817.84

8.00
7.20
6.86
7.90
11.27
12.10
11.34

⫺0.13
0.12
0.29
⫺0.13
0.29
0.04
⫺0.13

71.8
4.2
7.2
23.0
42.0
2.0
0.0

1ksrb
1lz1
1ris
1tul
2acy

⫺1.10
⫺0.22
⫺1.38
⫺2.07
⫺0.92

⫺177.32
⫹81.93
⫺134.41
⫺181.91
⫺189.58

24.24
15.51
14.47
14.48
9.70

0.01
0.16
0.29
0.28
0.27

0.8
0.0
1.9
1.3
12.2

Decoy set

PDB

Znat

4-state-reduced

1ctf
1r69
1sn3
2cro
3icb
4pti
4rxn

LMDS

ROSETTA

min (⌬⌬U)a is the energy gap between the best scoring decoy and minimized native; “% ⬍native” is the
percentage of decoys with energies less than the native; all other columns are described in Table VI.
a
kcal/mol.
b
10th NMR model in the PDB file is defined as the native.
†

TABLE X. Average Difference in Energies Per Residue Between the Best-Scoring
Decoys and the Natives†
OPLS-AA/SGB
Energies
Total potential
Total intramol.b
van der Waals
Electrostaticsc
Coulomb
SGB solvation
Bond
Angle
Torsion

Vacuum OPLS-AA

Ave. ⌬⌬Ea

(Min.)a

1.096 ⫾ 0.745
⫺0.204 ⫾ 0.826
0.948 ⫾ 0.416
0.352 ⫾ 0.700
3.133 ⫾ 2.902
⫺2.780 ⫾ 2.454
0.013 ⫾ 0.024
0.015 ⫾ 0.189
⫺0.232 ⫾ 0.702

(0.065)
(⫺2.170)
(0.583)
(⫺1.073)
(⫺1.494)
(⫺8.693)
(⫺0.037)
(⫺0.258)
(⫺1.875)

Ave. ⌬⌬Ea

(Min.)a

⫺1.184 ⫾ 1.474
0.311 ⫾ 1.175
1.134 ⫾ 0.432
⫺2.628 ⫾ 1.561
⫺2.628 ⫾ 1.561

(⫺3.769)
(⫺2.129)
(0.489)
(⫺5.094)
(⫺5.094)

0.059 ⫾ 0.055
0.175 ⫾ 0.253
0.076 ⫾ 1.021

(⫺0.027)
(⫺0.111)
(⫺2.077)

†
The averages for the difference in energies per residue between the best-scoring decoy and the
native (⌬⌬E) for the total OPLS-AA/SGB and vacuum OPLS-AA energy functions are calculated
over all proteins except for 1bba and 1fc2C. 1ctf, 2cro, and 4pti are counted only once from the
combined 4-state-reduced and local minima decoy sets. Averages are also calculated for the
individual components of these minimized energies and for various combinations of these
components. The minimum values for all proteins are also reported.
a
kcal/mol/residue.
b
Sum of bond, angle, and torsion energies.
c
Sum of the Coulomb and solvation energies.

has a Coulomb energy 437 kcal/mol higher than the native
when minimized with the OPLS-AA/SGB function. Analysis of the deviation of the charged residues provides more
insight as to why this decoy’s Coulomb energy, minimized
with the OPLS-AA function, is more favorable than the
native’s. While the native’s charged residues deviated by
1.83 Å rmsd after minimization, the decoy’s deviated to a
greater extent, by 2.37 Å rmsd. This structural change
leads to the formation of close, non-native charged pairs,
that which the relaxation of the native structure does not

produce, leading to a more favorable direct Coulomb
energy for the decoy than for the native. Including the
solvation term in the minimizations helps to dampen the
effect of Coulomb potential: without it, the Coulomb energy cannot discriminate the native from the decoys when
the structures are minimized without restraints.
The screening of direct Coulomb interactions can be
achieved by simpler means than including the SGB reaction field in the potential. For instance, the dielectric
constant can be adjusted to effectively screen the Coulomb
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TABLE XI. OPLS-AA/SGB Energy Terms of Decoys With Lower van der Waals
Energy Than the Native†
PDB

Decoy no.

rmsd (Å)

⌬⌬UvdWa

⌬⌬UCoulomba

⌬⌬GSGBa

⌬⌬GElectrostaticsa

1ctf
3icb

c12885
e13196
e13213
g2089
a5540

5.25
1.81
2.34
6.49
6.78

⫺3.89
⫺5.11
⫺1.33
⫺6.04
⫺1.13

662.70
0.49
135.16
395.29
933.94

⫺422.28
60.10
⫺69.77
⫺228.72
⫺701.43

240.42
60.59
65.36
166.57
232.51

4rxn
†

For decoys with a non-bonded van der Waals energy lower than the native (all found in the 4-state-reduced decoy
sets), the difference between theirs and the natives energies are shown for the van der Waals term (⌬⌬UvdW), the
non-bonded, direct Coulomb term (⌬⌬UCoulomb), the SGB solvation energy (⌬⌬GSGB), and the combined electrostatics
(⌬⌬GElectrostatics ⫽ ⌬⌬UCoulomb ⫹ ⌬⌬GSGB).
a
kcal/mol.

Fig. 5. The interplay between the van der Waals and intramolecular terms of the OPLS-AA potential for the
4-states-reduced decoy set of 1ctf and 4rxn. Top left: The differences in energy (kcal/mol) between the 1ctf
decoys and the native when minimizing with only the van der Waals term (⌬⌬ Uvdw) of the potential. Top right:
The differences in energy (kcal/mol) for 1ctf when minimizing with the van der Waals and one-tenth of the
combined intramolecular terms (⌬⌬ UvdW ⫹ 0.1⌬⌬ Uintra., where ⌬⌬ Uintra. ⫽ ⌬⌬ Ubond ⫹ ⌬⌬ Uangle ⫹ ⌬⌬
Utorsion). Bottom left: The differences in energy (kcal/mol) for 1ctf when minimizing with the van der Waals and
all of the intramolecular terms (⌬⌬ UvdW ⫹ ⌬⌬ Uintra.). Bottom right: The differences in energy (kcal/mol) for
4rxn when minimizing with the van der Waals and all of the intramolecular terms. The native in all of these is
indicated with a circle and its energy with a dotted line. The rmsd is in Å.

interactions, or a distance-dependent dielectric can be
introduced to produce a similar effect. We have investigated these in conjunction with the OPLS-AA vacuum
potential in a previous study. We found that none of these
adaptations with the OPLS-AA force field are as effective
as the OPLS-AA/SGB potential for discriminating a native
fold from a set of decoys.14
Comparisons to other potential decompositions
Monge et al30 have also studied various energy decompositions of the AMBER all-atom force field72 supplemented

by the GB solvation model.46 They analyzed a data set of
decoys of the proteins 1ctf, 1r69, and myoglobin (1mbo)
generated by a simplified model employing fixed known
secondary structure. The data sets contained less than 33
structures each. The authors observed that their energy
function was capable of distinguishing the native from the
non-natives for these small decoy sets. They also observed
from their decomposition of the AMBER/GB energy function that the van der Waals energy alone scored the native
best relative to the decoys. The natives had very low
Coulomb energies with respect to most of the decoys (only

OPLS-AA/SGB EFFECTIVE FREE ENERGY

Fig. 6. Correlation plot between the OPLS-AA/SGB intramolecular
Coulomb energy gap, ⌬⌬UCoulomb, (in kcal/mol) and the OPLS-AA/SGB
solvation energy gap, ⌬⌬GSGB, (in kcal/mol) for the 3icb decoys.
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guishing the native from misfolded conformations. They
observed that the solvation energy often favors the misfolded conformations in the single decoy sets, concluding
that the solvation energy is not useful in recognizing the
native conformation. The Coulomb energy, however, tended
to favor the native; therefore, they selected a simpler
model consisting of only the intramolecular Coulomb
energy and a hydrophobic residue burial estimator. This
model was used to evaluate the 4-state-reduced decoy sets
without minimizing the structures. In two cases (3icb and
4rxn), their method does not clearly rank the X-ray
conformation favorably.12 It is likely that, had Petrey and
Honig carried out unrestrained minimizations using only
the Coulomb potential for scoring the decoys without a
compensating solvation term, they would have found a
large number of decoys with Coulomb energies much lower
than the natives’ as we have observed in the vacuum
OPLS-AA minimizations. We emphasize that when testing
scoring functions on decoy datasets, the results can be
misleading when restraints are applied to the minimization of the decoys in ways that would not be applied in the
context of protein homology modeling or ab initio folding.
OPLS-AA/SGB and Vacuum OPLS-AA Calculations
on the Skolnick Database

Fig. 7. Comparison of the Coulomb energies after minimizing with the
OPLS-AA/SGB and OPLS-AA energy functions for the 1ctf structures
from the local-minimum decoy set. Each black diamond represents one
decoy structure, the abscissa and ordinate indicate the difference in
Coulomb energy (in kcal/mol) from the native after minimizing with the
OPLS-AA/SGB energy function and after minimizing with the vacuum
OPLS-AA potential, respectively. The open diamond represents the
native. The circled diamond is for the structure (no. 35665) with the lowest
OPLS-AA Coulomb energy. The rmsd of this structure from the initial after
OPLS-AA/SGB minimization is 0.32 Å and after vacuum OPLS-AA
minimization is 1.89 Å.

4 out of a total of 75 decoys for all three proteins scored
lower than the native) but had high solvation energies
consistent with an anti-correlation between the direct
Coulomb and reaction field solvation energies.30
Recently Petrey and Honig12 have applied the CHARMM
protein force field together with a dielectric continuum
model based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, to the
problem of native fold recognition in single decoy data
sets27,97 achieving a high level of discrimination. Based on
an analysis of the individual terms of the potential function after restrained minimizations, they concluded that a
simplified solvation model would be sufficient for distin-

Since in excess of 36,000 structures are contained in the
Skolnick decoy database analyzed by us (described in
Table IV), it would have been too costly to minimize each
structure with both the OPLS-AA and the OPLS-AA/SGB
energy functions. In order to tackle this large database of
decoys, it was decided to minimize each structure with the
OPLS-AA potential followed by scoring the minimized
structure with the complete OPLS-AA/SGB function. Even
though the Coulomb energies are lower when minimized
with only OPLS-AA than with OPLS-AA/SGB, the addition of the SGB solvation energy after minimization will
tend to reduce the effect of non-native ion pairings.
Caution must be used when assessing the total energies
of the native structures minimized using the OPLS-AA
vacuum potential, because the deviation from the initial
structure after minimization can be as high as 2 Å rmsd
(for example, see Table VIII). To avoid having a reference
for the OPLS-AA/SGB energy so different from the original
native, the natives are minimized with the complete
OPLS-AA/SGB energy function. When minimized in this
manner, the final native structures differed from the
initial ones on average by 0.76 Å rmsd.
The vacuum OPLS-AA scoring results for the structures in the Skolnick database are summarized in Table
XIII. For five of the 17 proteins (excluding 1fc2C on
grounds that it is an unreasonable protein to attempt to
rank as explained in previous sections), there exist
decoys which are lower in energy than the native. The
average rmsd between the initial and minimized structures is 2.08 ⫾ 0.24 Å. In Table XIV, the rmsd’s between
the initial native folds and their final minimized structures are shown along with the rmsd for only the
charged and uncharged residues. Most of the change
during the minimizations is due to the movement of
charged residues just as in the OPLS-AA minimizations
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TABLE XII. RMSD of Charged and Uncharged Residues Between Minimized
and Initial Native Conformations†
OPLS-AA/SGB

OPLS-AA

Decoy set

PDB

␦rmsdchg

␦rmsdunchg

␦rmsdtot

␦rmsdchg

␦rmsdunchg

␦rmsdtot

LMDS

1ctf
1igd
2cro
2ovo
4pti

0.35
0.34
0.41
0.48
0.38

0.28
0.25
0.40
0.38
0.36

0.31
0.28
0.40
0.40
0.37

1.83
1.06
1.14
1.73
1.11

1.06
0.68
0.84
1.21
0.72

1.45
0.81
0.94
1.34
0.86

ROSETTA

1ksr
1lz1
1ris
1tul
2acy

0.94
0.56
0.48
0.54
0.37

0.79
0.36
0.41
0.36
0.27

0.98
0.43
0.44
0.41
0.30

3.17
1.44
1.51
1.61
1.42

2.04
0.82
0.92
0.83
0.80

2.42
1.04
1.18
1.06
1.01

†
The rmsd (in Å) between the heavy atoms of minimized and initial native conformations of the proteins in the local-minimum
and ROSETTA all-atom decoy sets are calculated using either charged (arginine, aspartate, glutamate, and lysine), uncharged,
or all residues. These rmsd’s are labelled ␦rmsdchg, ␦rmsdunchg, and ␦rmsdtot, respectively.

of the local-minima and ROSETTA all-atom decoys
(Table XII).
If the natives are scored with the OPLS-AA/SGB energy
function in the same manner as the decoys (i.e., minimized
with the OPLS-AA vacuum potential and subsequently
scored with the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function), two of the
17 proteins (excluding 1fc2C) have one decoy that scores
better than the native. With respect to the native energy,
one of the 1tfi decoys has an OPLS-AA/SGB energy 13.52
kcal/mol lower, and one of the 1tlk decoys has an energy
0.57 kcal/mol lower. However, the minimized natives in
these cases deviate significantly from the initial structures
(by over 1.4 Å rmsd) due to the OPLS-AA vacuum minimizations. Most of the difference between minimized and
initial structures was due to the movement of the charged
sidechains that deviated by as much as 2.0 Å rmsd from
the initial coordinates. Since the native structures for the
4-state-reduced, local-minima, and ROSETTA all-atom
decoy sets changed very little from the initial structures
(on average by only 0.54 Å rmsd) when minimized with the
OPLS-AA/SGB function, the minima for the natives of 1tfi
and 1tlk when minimized with the OPLS-AA vacuum
potential clearly are not representative of the local minima
corresponding to the OPSL-AA/SGB energy function. In
light of this, the natives have been minimized with the
entire OPLS-AA/SGB energy function. When these native
OPLS-AA/SGB energies are compared to the OPLS-AA
vacuum minimized decoy structures scored with the SGB
solvation term included in the total energy function, all of
the natives (excluding 1fc2C) once again are discriminated
from the rest as seen in Table XV. Also, the native Z-scores
improve considerably. Very few low-rmsd decoys, however,
are present in the database.
There are some decoy data sets contained in the Skolnick
database that deserve some extra attention. These correspond to the proteins 1cis, 1ftz, 1gpt, and 1tfi whose native
conformations were determined via NMR. The OPLS-AA/
SGB energies of the NMR native models and of the decoys
of these proteins are shown in Figure VIII as a function of
the rmsd from one of the native models. For 1cis and 1tfi,
all of the native models are lower in energy than the

TABLE XIII. Vacuum OPLS-AA Results for the
Skolnick Decoy Sets†
PDB
1cew
1cisb
1ctf
1fas
1fc2C
1ftzb
1gptb
1hmdA
1shg
1stfl
1tfi‡
1thx
1tlk
1ubi
256b
2aza
2pcy
6pti

Znat

min(⌬⌬Uint)a

⫺2.96
⫺6.21
⫺3.47
⫺3.21
⫺1.48
⫺3.25
⫺0.97
⫺4.25
⫺4.79
⫺4.35
⫺2.50
⫺4.76
⫺2.65
⫺3.63
⫺4.86
⫺9.60
⫺5.11
⫺4.43

⫺7.05
306.58
2.26
63.43
⫺81.18
⫺19.55
⫺109.29
106.50
126.65
153.08
⫺28.84
180.62
⫺64.36
55.64
165.81
544.51
174.60
113.57

rmsd(Å)
15.08
11.43
12.66
10.13
7.86
14.73
8.95
9.04
10.00
12.12
9.61
13.21
12.26
13.45
14.37
6.78
5.19
11.67

†

See Table IX footnote for details. The native Z-scores, Znat, are
calculated excluding any energies 1000 kcal/mol above the native.
kcal/mol.
b
The PDB NMR model with the lowest energy was defined as the
“native.”
a

decoys; for 1gpt and 1ftz, one of the native models has an
energy higher than some of the decoys. The native models
of 1ftz deviate widely from each other: the rmsd among
them range up to 10 Å. A core structure, from residues 8 to
53, is roughly conserved in these native structures (with
an ␣-carbon rmsd of less than 2 Å among the structures)
while the remaining residues vary significantly (this is
shown clearly in fig. 5(b) in Qian et al.98). Many of the
corresponding decoys are more similar (lower rmsd) in
structure to the lowest energy native model, yet all but one
of the 20 native models have lower energies than the
decoys. The likely explanation is that none of the decoys
has the same structural similarity of the conserved core
region as the native structures. In this conserved region
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TABLE XIV. RMSD of Charged and Uncharged Residues
Between the Vacuum OPLS-AA Minimized and Initial
Native Conformations for the Skolnick Decoy Sets†
PDB name

␦rmsdchg

␦rmsdunchg

␦rmsdtot

2.05
1.33
1.69
1.29
1.48
1.88
1.39
1.53
1.33
1.81
1.34
1.98
1.36
1.67
1.29
1.76
1.85

1.01
1.08
0.84
0.89
1.26
0.99
1.00
0.82
0.90
0.99
0.87
1.03
0.85
0.83
0.82
0.73
0.76

1.38
1.19
1.29
1.02
1.36
1.39
1.12
1.13
1.02
1.27
1.02
1.44
1.05
1.23
0.97
1.08
1.20

1cew
1cis
1ctf
1fas
1ftz
1gpt
1hmdA
1shg
1stfI
1tfi
1thx
1tlk
1ubi
256b
2aza
2pcy
6pti

†
The rmsd (in Å) between the heavy atoms of minimized and initial
native conformations of the proteins in the Skolnick decoy sets are
calculated using either charged (arginine, aspartate, glutamate, and
lysine) (␦rmsdchg), uncharged (␦rmsdunchg), or all residues (␦rmsdtot).

TABLE XV. OPLS-AA/SGB Results Using the Skolnick
Decoy Sets†
PDB
1cew
1cisb
1ctf
1fas
1fc2C
1ftzb
1gptb
1hmdA
1shg
1stfI
1tfib
1thx
1tlk
1ubi
256b
2aza
2pcy
6pti

Znat

min(⌬⌬Geff)a

rmsd (Å)

⫺9.19
⫺6.66
⫺4.88
⫺4.47
⫺0.45
⫺4.71
⫺4.31
⫺3.99
⫺9.71
⫺12.25
⫺7.82
⫺11.99
⫺9.01
⫺5.28
⫺8.30
⫺9.50
⫺10.42
⫺5.01

374.00
234.42
81.27
81.82
⫺75.81
92.11
60.95
75.17
295.92
559.08
291.09
579.27
339.43
128.03
310.20
420.26
398.89
91.11

14.96
7.46
12.19
9.25
7.73
14.73
8.95
16.17
10.00
12.00
10.92
5.09
13.13
13.42
14.49
8.49
8.28
11.49

†
See Table VI for details. The energies are the final results after first
minimizing with the OPLS-AA potential followed by scoring the
minimized structure with the complete OPLS-AA/SGB energy function.
a
kcal/mol.
b
The PDB NMR model with the lowest energy was defined as the
“native.”

(residues 8 to 53), none of the decoys have an ␣-carbon
rmsd less than 2 Å and only 119 out of 2,000 have an
␣-carbon rmsd within 3 Å. It is encouraging that the
OPLS-AA/SGB energy function can distinguish those structures that do possess this conserved region from those that
do not.

CONCLUSIONS
The OPLS-AA molecular mechanics energy function
coupled with the Surface Generalized Born solvation model
is found to be capable of discriminating the native structures of several proteins from a large number of decoys
generated using a variety of methods from different groups.
The ability of the OPLS-AA/SGB effective free energy
function to recognize native conformations is found to be
comparable and in many cases superior to the best knowledge-based scoring functions. Other studies have shown
the usefulness of molecular mechanics force fields augmented by implicit solvation models in this area.1 Lazaridis and Karplus11 have shown that the CHARMM protein
force field combined with their EEF1 effective solvation
free energy model99 is able to discriminate native conformations from decoy sets for 6 proteins from the 4-statereduced data sets60 and in pairwise comparisons between
the native and a misfolded decoy for an additional 22
proteins.27 They also observe, in agreement with our
findings, that significantly poorer results are obtained by
omitting the solvation free energy term. They obtain these
results using an empirical solvation model that has the
form of an effective pair potential and is simpler than the
SGB solvation model.
While other studies by Monge et al.30 and Petrey and
Honig12 have pointed out that individual terms of the
potential like the van der Waals or Coulomb energy are
effective in distinguishing the native from its decoys, we
find that these terms alone are insufficient when the
energy-minimized decoys are considered. It is a balance
that is achieved among these terms acting together in the
effective free energy function, which leads to the most
effective discrimination between the native and the decoys.
Even though the OPLS-AA/SGB energy function can be
used effectively to recognize the native conformation from
a set of decoy structures, further tests are required to
explore the features of the minimum occupied by the
native relative to other minima. One question of interest:
are there minima much lower than the native’s minimum observed here? And if so, are the conformations
associated with these lower minima structurally similar
to the native (i.e., the rmsd is within the resolution of
X-ray crystallography)? To address these questions, an
exploration of the conformational phase space using the
OPLS-AA/SGB energy function is needed in the vicinity
of the native folds and the lowest-energy decoy structures. One very efficient and promising method to
accomplish this is by simulated annealing using hybrid
Monte Carlo100,101 sampling on the native and on a set of
decoys with the lowest energies. These decoys already
occupy low-energy regions in the conformational space
and provide a good starting point in the search for
deeper minima. A second method for exploring the
adjacent minima around the native and lowest-energy
decoys is the Monte Carlo-minimization approach developed by Li and Scheraga for grappling with the multiple
minima problem.102 A modification of this method has
been successfully employed to exhaustively search the
minima of a reduced potential for a simplified protein
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Fig. 8. OPLS-AA/SGB energies of the 1cis, 1ftz, 1gpt, and 1tfi natives and decoys. The OPLS-AA/SGB
energies (in kcal/mol) of the NMR native models (circles) and of the decoys (solid diamonds) of the proteins
1cis, 1ftz, 1gpt, and 1tfi are plotted with respect to the rmsd between the structures and one of the native
models. The plotted energies are the difference between the structure and lowest-energy “native.” The dotted
line in each plot marks the lowest energy of the “natives” and the dashed line marks the highest. The rmsd
is in Å.

model.103 While a thorough exploration of the minima
possessed by an all-atom potential is intractable, a
partial search around selected minima (i.e., the native
and the lowest-energy decoys) is possible and would
provide valuable information about the performance of
the potential. Work along these lines is currently in
progress.
The ability to discriminate native-like protein conformations from non-native folds is one of the fundamental
problems in theoretical protein structure prediction. Knowledge-based scoring potentials, designed for reduced atomic
models and derived from a combination of structural and
thermodynamic data, are currently the most widely used.
It is often assumed that such potentials are inherently
better than all-atom force-fields. This work demonstrates
the effectiveness of a physics-based all-atom potential (the
OPLS-AA/SGB potential) for discriminating the native
structures from a large set of decoys constructed by several
groups. Thanks to their reduced atomic representation,
knowledge-based scoring schemes are less costly to evaluate compared to all-atom models. In the future, it should
be possible to combine the best features of the two approaches to rapidly generate plausible protein conformations using knowledge-based potentials more reliably, and
then discriminate between conformers using all-atom scoring functions.
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